ad>(r) =-, or
for all r in F.
Formulae (1) can be combined by putting «' = d>(r) u = r for Case (i), (2) and all r in F. = r = <f>(r) for Case (ii),
The composite formula is for all u in F. Comparison of (4) and (5) shows that e=^(e) =0, and that the (unordered) pair
Thus, either a/\j/ia)=a(l) = l and qa/\j/ia)=aik); or a/tf/ia) =a(k) and qa/ipia) =a(l) = 1. In either case, q = a(p) or q-aip) = 1.
We conclude that the required (order-preserving isomorphism) a exists if and only if q= aip) or q-aip) = 1, and the theorem follows.
Corollary.
If a is the identity ias it must be when F = K = the real field), the condition for isomorphism reduces to q = p or q=p_1.
The isomorphisms between any two Moulton Planes were completely determined in [4] and [5] . It should be of interest, however, to exhibit the formulae for the special case of the Pickert-Moulton Planes; and this is done in Theorem 2 below. The notation of Theorem 1 will be retained. The proof is now complete.
